
Temenos Technology
Workbench

Accelerate Temenos 
products changes 
via configuration 
and DevOps 
ensuring greater 
speed to market 
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Key  
Stats

Banks with strong DevOps 
capabilities1 have2: 

1 Adoption of DevOps to enable the introduction of new software faster 

and more predictably, using continuous testing, integration and deployment 

techniques 

2 Difference between best performers and average 

Source: Temenos Value Benchmark Insight 

20%
 lower customer attrition

17%
  better Net Promoter Score

https://www.temenos.com/insights/white-papers-reports/temenos-value-benchmark-insight-paper/
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Banks with strong DevOps 
capabilities1 have2: 

Typically, the process of adapting a business 
system’s functionality to evolving user needs 
— “changing the bank”— is unproductive, 
inefficient and risky. It is unproductive 
because the bank’s developers do not have a 
single place where changes can be designed 
intuitively and automatically packaged into 
files that can be versioned and tracked.  
Forced into the system’s intricacies to perform 
coding and menial tasks, the developers 
cannot focus on producing high-quality 
changes frequently and rapidly. 

Moreover, faulty changes made directly 
in the mass of live system code can disrupt 
business-critical operations. Such changes 
are not easily identifiable and fixable, 
which discourages accountability and 
quality. Finally, banks are not able to 
adapt functionality to rapidly changing 
requirements. 

Temenos Workbench enables banks to 
adapt their core banking functionality in a 
much more productive, efficient and risk-
free manner. It does so by providing intuitive 
graphical tools for configuring all types of 
changes, by working with files that can be 
tracked and versioned, and by supporting 
automation and best-practices in DevOps. 

Temenos Workbench boosts responsiveness 
to changes in business requirements while 
reducing cost-per-change.
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Problems 
Solved

Temenos Workbench supports the Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) 
and DevOps capabilities, providing a single entry tool to configure Temenos 
Transact modules with easy-to-use, intuitive and consistent tooling. It provides 
an embedded packaging facility to promote changes from your development 
environment all the way up to production. 

Simplify configuration and customization of Temenos software without the need 
for complex technical expertise in order to boost productivity for development 
teams and reduce time to market.  Temenos Workbench has been designed for 
all user types, with guided web-based tooling to adapt software in a matter of 
a few clicks, without the need for advanced technical expertise.  The Temenos 
Transact data model can be extended simply by adding a new field, and then 
exposing the new field in an updated API in just 2 minutes — including the 
packaging of the changes.

Web-based, single entry point for configuration, for end-to-end change management
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SDLC with Packages:

All configurations can be performed on the web, in the cloud, reducing your 
implementation costs, and making easy it to find resources to implement your business 
features, while still ensuring a high standard of quality in all your changes.

Temenos SDLC packages detailed:

Web-based, single entry point for configuration, for end-to-end change management
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Key 
Features

Single tool to configure 
Temenos Transact and APIs 
with consistent user experience

Advanced and simple 
packaging solution to 
package and promote your 
changes, enables scripted 
deployments and will work with 
any industry standard DevOps 
solution including Temenos 
Continuous Deployment

Intuitive wizards to cover 
common end-to-end 
configuration use cases to 
accelerate changes

Manage configuration as 
“code” by applying the 
same advanced software 
development LifeCycle 
methodologies used in 
programming to configuration 
— review changes, history 
of changes, merge changes, 
DevOps — to boost quality 
and productivity
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Key 
Benefits

Web-based, single entry point for configuration, for end-to-end change 
management deployed to your choice of cloud or on-premise.  
 
 
Accelerate development with agile teams to implement changes 
 
 
Boost developer productivity 
 
 
Get changes to market faster  
 
 
Automated deployments provide a repeatable process without manual 
actions, to deploy changes boosting the time to market without human error, 
in the critical process of deployments 
 
 
Future proof solution that will support all Temenos products with the same 
methodology to configure and package 
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More
Information 

Temenos Workbench delivers the tooling you need for rapid innovation.  

To hear more about Temenos Workbench, contact us.

About Temenos
Temenos AG (SIX: TEMN) is the world’s leader in banking software. Over 3,000 banks across the globe, including 41 of the top 50 banks, rely on Temenos 
to process both the daily transactions and client interactions of more than 500 million banking customers. Temenos offers cloud-native, cloud-agnostic and 
AI-driven front office, core banking, payments and fund administration software enabling banks to deliver frictionless, omnichannel customer experiences and 
gain operational excellence. 

Temenos software is proven to enable its top-performing clients to achieve cost-income ratios of 26.8% half the industry average and returns on equity of 
29%, three times the industry average. These clients also invest 51% of their IT budget on growth and innovation versus maintenance, which is double the 
industry average, proving the banks’ IT investment is adding tangible value to their business.

For more information, please visit www.temenos.com.
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